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We do chocolate differently.

Midunu is my love story to Africa.  For me, eating is a celebration of food's 
origins - the paths it travels on the way to our tables and the people it brings 
together through the journey.  Our chocolates tell the story of the places I have 
been, the cultures I have interacted with, and the people I have had the 
pleasure to meet across the continent. To share these experiences with the 
world, I have enrobed these flavors in chocolate - a medium pretty much 
everyone enjoys.

Did you know that very little chocolate is actually produced in West Africa 
despite producing more cocoa than any region in the world? Too often, 
commodities like cocoa are exported to the Western world to be 
mass-produced into bland, overly sweet chemically preserved bars and 
candies, stripping cocoa of its bold flavor and rich origin story. 

That’s where Midunu is different. We work with local farmers and producers to 
cultivate and create our chocolates right here in Ghana. I want to introduce 
you to a new way of thinking about chocolate. When you open a box of Midunu 
Chocolates, I want you to taste the subtle infusion of the local bounty – 
seasonal teas, tisanes, and complex spice blends. These flavors represent the 
beautiful patchwork that is Africa's culinary heritage. 

Welcome to the Midunu Family - I’m so glad to have you along for the journey. 
 
Lots of love & chocolate,

Selassie
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Give the gift of chocolate
Here are just a few of the key moments we think our chocolates would be perfect for!

New prospecting client 

Closing gift

Client appreciation

Referral gift

Special event/Occasion gifting 

Employee appreciation

Holiday gift

Event favor

Just because
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6-piece box
18 USD 12-piece box

32 USD

Click here to order now

Step 2 
Place your order and provide us with a delivery date and address.

Step 3
We prepare and deliver our hand-crafted treats to your doorstep.

Step 1
Select the chocolate you would like to gift.

How to give the gift of chocolate
That's where we come in.

At Midunu, we simplify gift giving so you can offer the ultimate experience from anywhere.



Frequently Asked Questions 

Can I buy wholesale for corporate events? 
Yes, our six-piece boxes are priced at USD 18 and our twelve-piece boxes are 
priced at USD 32.
     

Is there a minimum quantity?
Our corporate and event pricing starts at 14 units of the six-piece or 8 units of the 
twelve-piece boxes.
     

Do you deliver to the US?
Yes, we deliver within the U.S. with a lead time of 4-6 weeks for larger quantities.
     

How long do the truffles last?
Our truffles have a 3-month shelf life from the date of production if stored in cool 
and dry conditions.
   

What are our payment terms?
We require a 75% advance deposit to confirm your order.
     

Where are the truffles made?
Every truffle is hand-crafted by our all-female team of chocolatiers in our facility 
in Accra, Ghana.
    
How will I know what truffles are in the box?
Chef Selassie Atadika curates the boxes which offer a mix of white, milk, and dark 
chocolate, which will take you on a journey through the African continent.  You 
will receive an insert with information about the various truffles in the box. 
    
What allergens are in your products?
Our products are manufactured on equipment that processes peanuts, tree nuts, 
milk, and soy. Our truffles contain milk, cream, and/or butter.  Our chocolate 
contains soy lecithin and vanillin.  The designs on many of our truffles are made 
with food-safe coloring and cocoa butter.
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Chef-Created / Africa Inspired 
www.midunuchocolates.com

sales@midunu.com   
1 917 985 8508


